LEKA Living

The addition of a bespoke conservatory is an exciting opportunity to let your imagination run free
and create a conservatory that suits your individual tastes and needs. Adding a conservatory will
gain precious extra living accommodation and its endless versatility will provide that additional
space that can be used in a multitude of ways.
In choosing your conservatory, you will have no doubt given consideration to the look and feel
of your additional room. A vital part of this thought process will be your choice of roof.
The LEKA Living collection offers the latest in conservatory roof technology. Whether you want
the look and feel of a traditional extension or the timeless appeal of an elegant Orangery, the
LEKA roof options available in this brochure have been designed with you in mind.

LEKA Living

By fitting a LEKA Warm Roof onto your conservatory you can enjoy
your conservatory all year round. What’s more, because the roof
has the looks of a traditional extension, it will become a seamless
addition to your home too.
The LEKA Warm Roof offers exceptional thermal qualities which
enables your conservatory to stay warm on the coldest winter
days and yet feel cool and comfortable during the heat of summer.
Suitable for new build conservatories and retrofit conservatories, the
LEKA Warm Roof adds year-round comfort providing a technically
superior conservatory roof option which is evidently practical too.
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The LEKA Warm Roof has been designed and engineered to
offer you so much more. It is a truly lightweight tiled conservatory
roof with an overall U-Value of just 0.15W/m²K. This makes the
LEKA Warm Roof one of the most lightweight and energy efficient
roofs on the market today and offers the perfect balance between
energy efficiency and comfortable living.
The roof is engineered and installed in layers offering the ultimate
in energy efficiency. Not only will this offer savings on your energy
bills, but will help reduce your carbon footprint. You will notice you
have a quieter room too, thanks to the improved insulation that the
LEKA Warm Roof offers.

Standard
polycarbonate or
standard glass roof

LEKA
Warm Roof

With a choice of tile, slate and VELUX window options, you can
tailor your roof to your exacting needs.
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VICTORIAN

The LEKA Warm Room offers a choice of tile or slate options so
you can select a colour and style to complement the existing roof of
your home for a seamless, beautiful finish.

EDWARDIAN

You can also choose from Victorian, Edwardian, Gable Ended,
Lean To and P Shaped designs to create the style that complements
your property.
Our LEKA Warm Roof comes with a 40 year warranty and has
received Jhai system approval.

GABLE ENDED

The inside of your conservatory roof hasn’t been forgotten either.
The LEKA Warm Roof comes with a traditional plaster finish for a
clean, contemporary look. You can add some finishing touches too,
such as concealed lighting or maybe a VELUX roof window to bring
in some additional light.
The choices with LEKA living are endless.

LEAN TO

P SHAPED
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For a beautiful and timeless appeal the LEKA Orangery Roof combines traditional features with
state-of-the art engineering. With all the manufacturing integrity of the LEKA Warm Roof, the
LEKA Orangery Roof offers a stunning lantern skylight to let the light flood into your room for a
touch of sophisticated elegance.
Internally the LEKA Orangery Roof offers ceiling perimeter lighting for that perfect finishing touch.
With a choice of colour and size options available you can be sure the LEKA Orangery Roof will
be the perfect finishing touch to your conservatory.
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